HURON GRANTS
CONFIGURABLE SOFTWARE TO SPEED BUDGETING, STREAMLINE
ESUBMISSION AND IMPROVE AWARD MANAGEMENT

Simplify sponsored project lifecycle processes while meeting sponsor and institutional compliance
requirements with Huron’s grants solution. Huron Grants provides a flexible, scalable and configurable
electronic grants management and system-to-system proposal-submission solution.
Its robust, flexible workflow provides electronic routing for internal review, notifications and error
checking, helping to ensure transparency and a first-time grants.gov successful submissions.
Comprehensive post-award management capabilities include award setup, modification entry, workflow
routing reviews and approval capabilities, budget reconciliation to enter and track sponsor approved
budgets, and complete integration with financial systems.
Huron Grants is part of the Huron Research Suite, a comprehensive solution to facilitate communication,
relieve administrative burden and free up time for what matters most — your research mission.
ORGANIZATIONAL BENEFITS

SOFTWARE FEATURES

Streamline data entry and prevent user input errors
throughout a sponsored project’s lifecycle

Robust setup and configuration options

Facilitate accurate on-time submissions

Support for full proposal lifecycle, including real-time
visibility into proposal processes and statuses and electronic
proposal submission

Standardize budget preparation and review while complying
with institutional and sponsor budget requirements

Flexible online budgeting for sponsor, sub-recipient and
cost-share requirements

Automate proposal creation by repurposing large amounts
of proposal data and budget data to create new submissions

Copy and create functions provided throughout proposal
and award

Automate and streamline the preparation and submission for
multi project applications

Complex projects support in Grants and SF424

Automate SF424 submissions across NIH, NSF, DoD, and
more

SF424 forms library

Minimize sponsored research review time

Application change tracking

Eliminate redundant data entry

Data mapping from transmittal and budgets to SF424 forms

Simplify application submission

One-click S2S eSubmissions to Grants.gov

Ensure first submission is accurate and complete

Grants.gov and NIH validation checks

Simplify award entry through awarded-proposal processes,
leveraging proposal data for new award

Automated award creation

Access one source for entering and tracking data from
award setup to close out

Comprehensive award management

huronconsultinggroup.com

The fiercely competitive research environment challenges institutions to maintain
a world-class research enterprise that moves society forward, promotes innovation and
advances knowledge — all without adding additional administrative burden to researchers.

HURON GRANTS

ORGANIZATIONAL BENEFITS

SOFTWARE FEATURES

Expedite award setup and improve financial accuracy

Award budget reconciliation

Ensure consistent processes and timely reminders to
researchers and staff for pending work items provide
transparency into workflow statuses throughout the process

Automated proposal and award management workflow,
notifications and milestone triggers

Standardize management of sub-recipients

Sub-recipient monitoring

Prepare for tomorrow’s research discovery. Today.
Visit huronconsultinggroup.com/expertise/higher-education/research to contact Huron’s higher
education experts.
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